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6. Project abstract (up to 200 words) to be shared with judges:
   We will be designing an autopilot control system that controls the pitch angle of a BOEING Aircraft. This design will include two parts: a simulation, and an electronic circuit board. The simulation will be conducted using MATLAB. We will build the block diagram using SIMULINK simulation software, finding the steady state error and the static gain factor K due to a unit ramp input. We will also design the optimal linear-quadratic controller using the unity penalty matrices in the performance criterion, and design a full order and observer blocks.

   We will then use this simulation to assist us in building the real circuit. We will purchase resistors, capacitors, and operational amplifiers, and design the board to use a minimal amount of each. We will do this for each of the simulation scenarios described above. We will then test each board and plot the results of all our signal tests.